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Abstract—Gaze tracking is an important technology as the
system can give information about a person from what and
where the person is seeing. There have been many attempts to
make robust and accurate gaze trackers using either monitor
or wearable devices. However, those contraptions often require
fine individual calibration per session and/or require a person
wearing a device, which may not be suitable for certain situations.
In this paper, we propose a robust and a completely noninvasive
gaze tracking system that involves neither complex calibrations
nor the use of wearable devices. We achieve this via direct eye
reflection analysis by building a real-time system that effectively
enables it. We also show several interesting applications for our
system including experiments with young children.
Index Terms—eye gaze tracking, corneal image, gaze estima-
tion, system design.
I. INTRODUCTION
GAZE tracking is a key technology for studies of visual at-tention and cognitive processes [1] [2] and has commer-
cial applications in areas such as user-interface development
and evaluation, and the design and assessment of advertising.
Also, it has become popular in computer vision research as
a means to study saliency [3] [4] [5] [6], object and activity
recognition [7] [8] [9], gaze prediction [10], and salient object
detection [11] [12].
Recently, gaze analysis has emerged as a critical tool
for assessing and treating children with various medical or
developmental conditions, ranging from nutrition levels [13]
to language [14] [15] and motor development [16] to Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21]. Especially,
it has been well-established that children with ASD exhibit
atypical patterns of looking at social stimuli (e.g., less fre-
quent eye contact and following gaze than their typically-
developing peers) [17] [18] [21]. As a result, there has been
growing need for the use of gaze tracker in these contexts
because manual labeling is usually very time-consuming and
subjective. However, most existing gaze trackers are in the
form of monitor-based or wearable, and each type has its own
limitations. (A) Monitor-based system: As a majority of re-
search and clinical treatments are based on face-to-face social
interactions [22], the monitor-based approach lacks ecological
validity (i.e. unable to be generalized to real-life settings)
and contingency (i.e. interaction is not mutual). (B) Wearable
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system: Although wearable trackers provide a more “real-
world” environment than a monitor-based one, it is invasive
(head-worn), which causes many other problems. Moreover,
approaches (A) and (B) assume that the exact moment when
the user looks at a calibration target can be found, which can
be very difficult with young children. This paper explores
the hypothesis that corneal imaging can be used to develop
a novel approach to noninvasive gaze tracking avoiding the
aforementioned troubles, which is suitable for the assessment
of naturalistic gaze behavior.
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 1. Illustration of how a 3D scene is reflected on the corneal image: (a)
Scene with an object of interest (a book, in this example) in yellow bounding
box, (b) Corneal reflection of the scene, and (c) Estimated corneal boundary
in pink ellipse and estimated gaze in yellow square, meaning that the person
is looking at the book.
The starting point for our investigation is the pioneering
work of Nishino and Nayar, who developed the concept of
a corneal imaging system [23] in which a camera captures
an image of the scene reflected in the subject’s cornea. This
concept is illustrated in Figure 1, where (a) is a scene and (b)
is a close-up image of the cornea of a person who is looking
at the scene. By estimating eye pose from the shape of the
iris contour, one can compute the point of gaze on the corneal
image as in (c). Nishino and Nayar demonstrated that this eye-
camera system can be modeled as a non-central catadioptric
imaging system [24], and they showed how to model the imag-
ing geometry in order to unwarp the corneal image and obtain
an environment map with respect to the subject’s eye. This
paper extends their foundation and develops a complete end-
to-end real-time gaze measurement system based on corneal
imaging regime. It has two main advantages over conventional
gaze tracking approaches by nature: (1) Calibration needed to
obtain gaze measurements is minimal to none. (2) The corneal
video directly encodes the relationship between the subject’s
eye movements and the content of the scene in an intuitive
visual manner. The resulting video is similar to the output of
a wearable gaze tracker that provides first-person video with
overlaid gaze estimates, and the advantage is that corneal video
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2is obtained noninvasively with a potentially much larger field
of view (FoV).
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We develop the first complete real-time gaze measure-
ment system based on the corneal imaging principle that
can overcome many limitations that other forms of (i.e.
monitor-based and wearable) gaze trackers possess.
• We characterize system parameters and the tradeoffs that
govern system design, and conduct careful empirical as-
sessments of performance to support our design choices.
• We present the first quantification of the measurement ac-
curacy of this approach relative to a commercial wearable
gaze measurement system.
• We present gaze tracking results for a broad range of
psychology experiments, demonstrating the value of the
proposed method.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Monitor-Based Gaze Tracking
A basic property of conventional gaze tracking systems is
that they are based on geometric calculations using the 3D
Line of Sight (LoS), which is the vector in space along which
the subject’s gaze is directed (for a single eye). To determine
what someone is looking at, the LoS must be intersected
with a 3D representation of the scene to obtain the point
of gaze (PoG). In the case of monitor-based gaze tracking
systems - the most widely used technology - the intersection
test is very simple because the subject is always looking at
a planar monitor screen. In that case, the calculation of PoG
can be performed directly (without explicit estimation of LoS)
by calibrating the relationship between eye measurements
and the PoG (e.g., by asking the user to fixate on a few
known corners of the screen in a calibration phase). Many
commercial systems use infrared (IR) LEDs to illuminate
the eye, creating specular reflections in the corneal image
known as glints. In the classical pupil-center/corneal-reflection
(PCCR) method [25], the vectors from the glints to the pupil
center encode the pose of the eye, and are mapped directly to
the PoG in a monitor-based system.
Alternatively, 3D stereo-based gaze estimation methods [26]
can directly estimate the 3D LoS using a geometrically cali-
brated system with multiple LEDs and cameras. The problem
with this approach is that the intersection test to determine the
PoG still requires knowledge of the 3D scene geometry, which
is problematic in cases other than looking at a monitor. Thus,
in practice, stereo-based methods tend to be used to make
monitor-based tracking more robust to user head movements.
That being said, monitor-based systems are still widely used
as they are simple and easy to use, but they are not adequate
for the study of face-to-face social interactions, where social
partners are engaged in an active back-and-forth exchange, as
opposed to passive viewing of a monitor screen.
B. Wearable Gaze Tracking
The recent capability to make camera/LED systems small
enough to be worn comfortably by the user has led to the
emergence of wearable gaze tracking systems from vendors
such as SMI and Tobii. The company Positive Science has
developed a light-weight system designed to be worn by young
children [27] [28]. These systems integrate a point of view
(PoV) or scene camera with PCCR-based gaze trackers (one
for each eye) into a single pair of glasses. The output of the
system is a PoV (or first-person) video, with the estimated
PoG overlaid in each frame. These systems require a subject-
specific calibration phase for each recording session; if the
glasses shift on the user’s face during the recording, the
calibration must be repeated. Because of this requirement, it
usually takes a considerable amount of effort to ensure that it
works properly. For example, [28] reported that it took about
15 minutes on average to put the device on and to calibrate
for the 40 children in their study.
It is also possible to track gaze by learning an appearance
model [29] [30], or by tracking the eyeball [31], which can
gain some robustness with respect to the movement of the
glasses. However, all of these approaches still require elaborate
calibrations between the scene-recording camera and the eye-
recording camera and works under certain assumptions about
calibrated moments between the two cameras.
Aside from these issues, although wearable systems provide
much greater flexibility than monitor-based systems, they
are significantly more invasive due to the need to wear the
sensing hardware. The current glasses-based systems are quite
large for young children, and poses safety concerns (e.g., if
the child fell on the system he or she could injure their eye).
Also, these systems are usually tethered, so someone has
to follow the child around. More importantly, a significant
number of children will not agree to wear the system. For
example, a recent study found that 30% of children didn’t
comply [32]. And even if they do, their behavior may be
affected by the technology. A final important concern is the
limited FoV of wearable cameras compared to the FoV of the
human subject. Oftentimes, the true PoG is located outside
the FoV of the wearable system, making it impossible to tell
what the subject is looking at during those moments.
In this paper, we propose that a practical gaze tracking
system based on corneal imaging can be a new solution for the
assessment of naturalistic gaze behavior. The corneal imaging
approach enjoys the following benefits relative to conventional
gaze tracking systems, both monitor-based and wearable:
1) Minimum individual calibration requirement: For each
individual, we only need to perform calibration of the
kappa angle, which is the subject-specific innate offset
between the visual axis and the optical axis. Even
without it at all, our method can produce quite accurate
(< 2 degrees of error) and useful results as evaluated
in Section V. In contrast, all other systems require
additional calibration (e.g. between the scene-recording
camera (or monitor screen) and the eye-recording cam-
era) that is often for every different session, which can
be especially problematic for young children.
2) Gaze estimation in 3D scenes without wearables: Our
proposed method can accurately estimate gaze in dy-
namic 3D scenes without requiring the user to wear
3Wide-view Depth Camera Computer 
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Fig. 2. Overview of our system. Blue arrows: Wide-view RGB video stream. Red arrows: Wide-view depth video stream and open-loop focus control. Yellow
arrows: Narrow-view RGB video stream. Green arrows: Image processing. (1) First, a face is detected in the wide-view camera to extract the location and
size of the eyes. (2) Based on the geometric relationship between the wide-view camera and the narrow-view camera, it determines if the eye is in view. (3)
Within the narrow-view (thus high-resolution) image, eye region is cropped online. (4) Finally, an ellipse is automatically detected and tracked to estimate
the point of gaze. Autofocus control runs in the background using depth information of the eyes provided by the wide-view camera.
anything. This is an important advantage when working
with children.
3) Higher accuracy in dynamic scenes with significant
depth of field: The PCCR approach requires glints to be
visible to the scene camera, limiting the maximum stand-
off distance, and typically uses planar gaze targets such
as monitor screens. In contrast, our method can handle
dynamic 3D scenes with significant depth variations.
Even wearable systems can sometimes have a problem
with depth parallax, as the point of view camera is not
axis aligned with subject’s eye. Our corneal imaging
approach avoids all of these issues.
4) Wide field of view: As described in [23], the corneal
image has a wider FoV than the subject’s retina itself
does and therefore a much wider FoV than any wearable
camera currently available. It follows that our system has
the ability to collect the maximum scene information.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section III
presents design of our system. The system is composed of two
parts — the camera system part and the gaze estimation part.
The former corresponds to the left half of Figure 2 and its
details are explained in Section III. The latter is the right half
of Figure 2 and Section IV describes each step. In Section V,
we present evaluations of our system. Finally in Section VI, we
demonstrate a variety of real-world applications of the system.
III. CAMERA SYSTEM
Corneal-image based gaze tracking has somewhat con-
tradictory requirements — it has to obtain a high quality
corneal image while minimizing restrictions on the subject’s
movement. The best quality corneal image is often obtained
when the relative pose between a camera and the subject’s head
remains fixed, but such an arrangement would hinder natural
interactions and is not suitable for experiments in which
subjects move around. Conversely, in less restrictive settings,
movements during the interaction can cause motion blur, focus
blur, or the subject moving out of the camera’s field of view. To
(a) Main contstraints (b) Example scenario
Fig. 3. (a) Three constraints are addressed: À field of view, Á depth of
field, and Â the amount of light. (b) One example of how our system can
be deployed: A child and an adult sit in chairs across a table. Our camera
system can be placed in front of the child and towards the child’s face, so it
can capture the child’s gaze behavior during the interaction (e.g., adult reading
a book to the child). Figure 15 and Figure 16 show a few samples of corneal
images that our system captured in this type of tabletop face-to-face setup.
balance these requirements we designed our system to support
a tabletop interaction paradigm, illustrated in Figure 3, which
is widely-used in psychology. We systematically determined
the values of imaging variables for this setting (e.g., focal
lengths, image resolution, depth of field, etc.) through a
combination of mathematical modeling and experimentation.
The resulting hardware prototype is shown in Figure 5.
A. Tabletop Interaction Protocol
We now briefly explain the protocol for the tabletop in-
teraction which guided the design of our imaging system.
A play protocol that is based on tabletop face-to-face social
interactions is a good candidate, as such protocols represent
a common way to assess child developmental progress in
psychology research and clinical settings. The specific play
protocol we utilized, called the Rapid-ABC (RABC) [33], is
composed of several semi-structured play activities between
an adult examiner and a child, such as rolling a ball back and
forth and looking through a picture book. See [33] for more
details on the RABC. This type of semi-structured interaction
is a common way to elicit and assess young children’s social-
communication skills, including gaze behavior such as eye
4contact and shifts of gaze between objects and the social
partner’s face. We utilized this protocol, not only for the
design of our system, but also for assessing the viability of our
prototype. In fact, our system was able to successfully capture
several moments of social attentions of young children, which
will be shown in Section VI-A.
B. Finding Imaging Variables and System Architecture
In order to ensure the effectiveness of our approach, the
imager must be designed to capture the corneal image at
sufficient resolution such that important scene elements such
as faces and objects are visible. To achieve this goal, we
define six interdependent system variables (see Figure 4),
which are essentially the function of three factors in our target
configuration of a tabletop face-to-face interaction (i.e. child’s
movement range, distance between the two people, and the
desired image resolution).
In order to characterize the scene, we randomly selected 10
RABC sessions from [33] and analyzed video streams from the
overhead camera and the child-facing room camera. We found
that the average distance between the examiner and the child
(Figure 4-(2)) was about 55cm. We also found that the child’s
eyes were in the child-facing camera’s view 70% of the time
within the bounding box of 15cm(V) by 25cm(H) (Figure 4-
(4)). Finally, we found that the child’s depth variation w.r.t.
the examiner (Figure 4-(6)) was 15cm on average. These
numerical values are then used as follows:
When two individuals are 55cm apart and facing each
other, the reflection of one’s face on the other’s eye occupies
about 1/5th of diameter of iris boundary (limbus). Considering
the average diameter of the limbus is 11.2mm [34] and the
face detector we used [35] [36] required 45 pixel x 45
pixel face resolution, we require approximately a resolution
of 200 pixels/cm across the surface of the cornea. In our
setup, this requires a camera with 35mm-focal-length lens
positioned 50cm away from the subject. The effect of varying
interpersonal distance will be discussed further in Section V.
Given an imaging system achieving 200 pixels/cm, there is
a question of how to effectively cover the complete volume
of the scene (as much as 15cm x 25cm for a child sitting
at a tabletop). While a pan-tilt-zoom system could be used,
there are two disadvantages with this approach: 1) it could
potentially distract subjects with its movements and noise, 2)
it could produce focus and motion blur. We believe that a better
strategy is to use a motorized focus lens to cope with depth
variation and, if necessary, use a camera array to provide the
necessary spatial coverage. The lens focus can be controlled
using depth measurement from a separate wide-view camera
placed directly on top of the imager. This is discussed further
in the following section.
C. Autofocus
Because we can determine the depth of the eyes from the
imager using the information from the depth camera, we can
easily calculate the focus value that maximizes the sharpness
of the image. We can safely assume a thin lens model because
the thickness of the lens is negligible compared to the focal
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Fig. 4. Design procedure: we started from measuring the minimum resolution
(1) of a face in a corneal image that can be automatically detected as face
using [35]. We also considered person-to-person distance (2) to decide the
optimal eye size in the image, which we then used to decide on the camera-
to-subject distance (3) as well as focal length. Next, we measured the best field
of view (5) considering the range of horizontal and vertical head movement
(4). This, in conjunction with the image resolution obtained earlier, yielded
the optimal number of cameras. Finally, we compensated for depth variation
due to head movement (6) using autofocus.
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Fig. 5. The hardware prototype. 1: A wide-view RGBD camera (Intel Creative
Senz3D). 2: A narrow-view RGB camera (Point Grey Flea3). 3: Motorized
zoom/focus lens (Yamano Optical). 4: Controller board for the motorized lens
(custom made along with Arduino Uno). All of these are connected to a single
computer.
length of the lens. Using the thin lens equation, object depth
S is related to the focal length f and the back focal distance
s, as in f2 = sS. As we know f already, and S is obtained at
every frame, s is estimated in real time. To relate this s to the
focus motor value, we performed focus control calibration,
where a linear mapping from s to motor value is estimated
with several focused images at known depth S.
5IV. GAZE ESTIMATION
The process of analyzing an eye image to determine the
gaze consists of four steps. First, in order to save resources
the image is closely cropped to the eye region. Second, we
use a geometric eye model to represent the pose of the eye.
Third, we track the limbus with an ellipse to recover the eye
parameters. Fourth, we estimate the point of gaze, corrected
by a subject-specific offset.
A. Eye Cropping
To save disk space, we perform online eye region cropping
and keep only that portion for later use. To increase the speed
and the precision of the cropping step, we use the wide-view
camera. Because the face is guaranteed to be visible at all
times in the wide-view camera, it can be used to select a subset
of the image from the narrow-view camera that is recording
the corneal image in high resolution. Because the image planes
of both cameras are coplanar, we found that simple template
matching method works very well.
Fig. 6. (a) Cross section of human eye. (b) Geometric eye model represented
as two intersecting spheres.
Fig. 7. Geometrical relationship between eye pose and projected ellipse on
image plane
B. Eye Model
Figure 6(a) depicts a cross section of an eye and Figure 6(b)
shows an eye model with two spheres, corneal sphere and
eyeball sphere. The intersection of the two spheres is a limbus
or an iris contour, and we can estimate gaze direction through
its pose. The projected shape of the limbus in an image plane
is an ellipse. Because the depth of the corneal limbus is much
smaller than the eye-camera distance, we can assume a weak
perspective projection. Using the model, we can infer the pose
of an eye by fitting an ellipse to an image of the limbus.
C. Estimation of the Eye Model Parameters
Both the limbus and the pupil are visible candidates for
ellipse-based tracking in order to determine the eye pose. We
investigated pupil tracking but found it to be problematic.1 As
a consequence, we focused on limbus tracking and improved
our method to gain robustness to occlusion by eyelashes and
eyelid.
Now, we explain how we fit an ellipse and how the eye pose
is estimated from it. An ellipse is expressed with 5 parameters,
p = (rmax, rmin, x, y, φ), where rmax and rmin are long and
short radii respectively, x, y are the center coordinate in the
image plane, and φ is the rotation angle (See Figure 7). We
find these parameters as follows:
1) Find a set L = {l1, l2, ..., l2m}, possible radii of the
ellipse, where l(m+i) = f × RLD + i (−m+1 ≤ i ≤ m).
Here, D is the depth of the eye w.r.t. the camera, RL is
the average radius of the limbus (=5.6mm [37]), and f
is the focal length of the narrow-view camera (35mm).
Then, we find a set C = {c1, c2, ..., cn} possible center
locations of the ellipse, which includes the center of the
cropped eye image and several randomly selected points
within 10 pixels from the center. Both m, n < 20 so that
the search space is tractable.
2) By Hough transform using L and C from the previous
step, we find a candidate set of ellipses P = {p1, p2, ...}
(10∼15 candidates are selected with the highest scores,
each p is represented with its five parameters) as well
as E = {e1, e2, ..., ek}, a set of edge points near P .
3) Finally we find a single ellipse p, using the following
rule
argmaxp∈P
{
A
∣∣∣∣ I(inside p) < NI(outside p) < N
∣∣∣∣+
B
∣∣||E − (px, py)|| < δ∣∣}, (1)
where I(inside p) are the pixel values of all the points
inside ellipse p, I(outside p)are the pixel values of all
the points outside ellipse p, N is the average pixel
value for iris color, A and B are scale factors for
each term, (px, py) is x,y coordinate of ellipse p, δ
is empirically chosen threshold, and |...| denotes the
number of elements satisfying the inequality.
4) Estimation of 3D eye model parameters: Given the 2D
corneal boundary, we obtain the 3D eye model parame-
ters as depicted in Figure 7 using the method described
in [23] [38]. Namely, the angle φ is known as the rotation
of limbus ellipse in the image plane. The angle is given
as τ = ± arccos (rmin/rmax). The center of the corneal
1Many gaze trackers detect the pupil with an IR light source using the dark
pupil method. In the dark pupil effect, a pupil appears near black in infrared
imagery when an IR light source is not aligned with the camera-pupil axis.
However, in our experiments, we found that recording both the infrared and the
visible spectrum with a camera resulted in overexposed videos. To avoid this
phenomenon, we also tried strobing the IR light source to alternate between
visible and infrared streams. However, due to the difference in wavelength
between the two streams, this negatively affected focus. Thus, rather than
using a separate IR camera, we addressed this problem by improving our
ellipse fitting in the visible spectrum.
6sphere C is located at distance dLC(= 5.6 mm) along
−g. Here, there exists an ambiguity in estimating τ ,
which comes from the ambiguity projecting a 3D circle
to the 2D plane.
5) 3D model-based corneal tracking: Once the initial 3D
eye model parameters are solved, we apply particle filter-
based tracking for the parameters similar to the approach
of [39]. We generate particles for the corneal center
C, two rotation parameters (φ, τ) and distance d, then
obtain a corneal boundary for each particle. We calculate
the likelihood of each particle by evaluating the function
and obtain the time-series of 3D eye model parameters.
D. Point of Gaze Estimation and Calibration of Individual
Parameter
Fig. 8. (a) The reflection of light-ray parallel to the gaze direction is observed
as point of gaze in the image. (b) Illustration of the optical axis g and the
visual axis g∗ of the human eye. The angular difference between these two
axes is individual offset, which can be corrected via kappa calibration.
Once an ellipse is found, gaze direction g is obtained from
our model in Figure 6 and Figure 7 as
g = [sin(τ)sin(φ)− sin(τ)cos(φ)− cos(τ)]T , (2)
where θ is the rotation of ellipse and τ =
±arccos(rmin/rmax) is the tilt of the limbus plane
w.r.t the image plane.
To find a gaze point in the corneal image, we define a gaze
reflection point (GRP) as follows: a light ray parallel to an
optical axis of an eye is reflected by its corneal sphere and
projected on the image plane. The gaze reflection point is this
point in the image. (See Figure 8a.) With the definition, we
can find the distance between GRP IS and IL, a projection of
limbus center, as |IS − IL| = rCsin(θ) − dLCsin(τ) where
values we used for rC and dLC are 7.7mm and 5.6mm,
respectively [34].
V. EVALUATION
We evaluated the performance of our system in two ways.
First, we conducted experiments to measure the empirical
performance. Section V-A describes three evaluations: 1) We
quantified the ability of the system to capture in-focus corneal
images by measuring face detection performance at a range of
depths. 2) We tested the absolute accuracy of PoG estimation
using a fixed array of targets and compared our method against
a commercial wearable eye tracker. 3) We also characterized
the latency of our autofocus control system. Second, we
conducted a sensitivity analysis to identify the effect of ellipse
measurement error on gaze estimation error and characterized
the amount of calibration needed for kappa estimation.
A. System Evaluation
(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. 9. System evaluation with different experimental variables: (a) Face
detection results on corneal image under different interpersonal distances.
(b) Face detection results on corneal image under different camera-to-subject
distances and focus conditions. (c) Latency of autofocus control. The terms
“camera-to-subject distance” and “interpersonal (person-to-person) distance”
are illustrated in Figure 10.
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Fig. 10. Illustration of experimental setup for Figure 9.
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Fig. 11. Experimental setup for gaze estimation accuracy evaluation
7PPPPPPSubject
Depth 80cm
Ours (w. κ)
80cm
Ours (w.o. κ)
80cm
SMI Glasses
160cm
Ours (w. κ)
160cm
Ours (w.o. κ)
160cm
SMI Glasses
1 1.511◦ 1.528◦ 1.911◦ 1.709◦ 1.913◦ 1.887◦
2 1.726◦ 2.110◦ 1.182◦ 1.884◦ 2.110◦ 1.736◦
3 1.337◦ 1.602◦ 1.024◦ 1.698◦ 1.732◦ 2.057◦
4 1.488◦ 1.697◦ 1.406◦ 1.921◦ 2.055◦ 1.905◦
5 1.700◦ 1.815◦ 1.533◦ 1.770◦ 1.926◦ 1.867◦
Average Error 1.573◦ 1.750◦ 1.411◦ 1.796◦ 1.947◦ 1.892◦
TABLE I
ERROR (IN DEGREE) OF POINT OF GAZE ESTIMATION AT DIFFERENT DEPTH, WITH AND WITHOUT KAPPA CALIBRATION (ABBREVIATED AS ‘W. κ’ OR
‘W.O. κ’), AND QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON WITH SMI GLASSES. NOTE THAT THE SMI GLASSES ALWAYS HAVE TO BE CALIBRATED. THE RESULT
DEMONSTRATES THAT OUR SYSTEM HAS COMPARABLE ACCURACY WITH A STATE-OF-THE-ART WEARABLE GAZE TRACKING SYSTEM.
As mentioned in Section III, one design criterion was
to detect faces in the corneal image during natural social
interactions. We tested the end-to-end performance of our
system using the following protocol: One subject (S1) was
facing the camera at a distance of 0.50m while a second
subject (S2) was positioned behind the camera and facing S1.
(See Figure 10). At each iteration, S2 moved away from the
camera by 5cm. We sampled 450 frames and measured the
number of frames in which the detector was successful at
finding S2’s face in S1’s corneal image. Figure 9(a) shows the
frequency of face detection across varying distances between
two individuals. As depicted in Figure 9(a), the detector was
mostly successful at detecting face in corneal images when the
two individuals were less than 0.55m apart and still working
before 0.70m. This validates the usefulness of our system at
tabletop interaction distances.
One of the main factors that affected the performance of
the face detector was focus blur on the corneal image. In
a natural setting where two individuals converse, there are
nonneglible head movements. To increase robustness to such
movement, we used our online autofocus that could react to
both individuals’ movements and that was sufficiently fast
for optimal face detection without frame loss. Figure 9(b)
shows the effect of activating the autofocus module described
in Section III-C. The experiment was conducted similarly as
for Figure 9(a) except that only the camera-facing subject
moved and the camera and the person behind the camera
remained still. We also measured the latency of our autofocus
(Figure 9(c)) using the following procedures. We placed two
pictures of faces in at different camera-to-face distances, one
behind another, and focused the camera on the nearest picture.
We then quickly removed this nearest picture and allowed the
autofocus to adapt its focus to the other picture. This way
we could measure focus latency by counting the number of
out-of-focus frames and convert it into milliseconds. In this
experiment, we found that the autofocus can reliably adapt to
displacement within 6cm in less than 0.5 seconds.
Once we detect a face in a corneal image we want to
measure the subjects’ point of gaze. The accuracy of point
of gaze estimation is one of the most important criteria for
performance of the system, which we measured using 15
ground truth markers placed in depth planes at 80cm and at
160cm. (See Figure 11). The effect of individual offset (kappa)
calibration was measured as well by comparing accuracy with
and without this calibration. We also compared the accuracy
of our PoG estimation to estimates provided by a pair of
commercially available state-of-the art eye tracking glasses
(i.e., SMI glasses) by having a subject wear the glasses while
simultaneously being recorded by our system. We extracted
the frames from both gaze trackers that recorded the same
moments to compare PoG estimation accuracy.
Figure 11 depicts our experimental setup, and Table V-A
shows the estimation errors, measured as the angular difference
(degrees) between the position of the ground truth marker,
and the PoG position estimated by our method when subjects
were looking at the markers at 80cm and 160cm distances.
These results indicate that at a distance of 80cm, even without
kappa calibration, our system performance is clearly not worse
than SMI glasses. At a distance of 160cm we are comparable
to SMI with calibrated kappa. Note that the SMI glasses are
always have to be calibrated every time.
B. Error Analysis
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity analysis by looking at how gaze estimation error is
propagated by changing different parameters in the projected eye model. (a)
Gaze angle errors as a function of ellipse axes length estimation error. (b)
Gaze angle errors as a function of ellipse center location estimation error. (c)
Gaze angle errors as a function of ellipse tilt estimation error.
Fig. 13. Average gaze estimation error vs. number of calibration points. Since
it converges within a few number of points, we can rest assured that we would
not need many calibration points.
8In order to further quantify the error characteristics of our
method, we conducted two additional analyses.
First, we examined the relationship between errors in the
projected eyeball (i.e., ellipse on the image) estimation and
errors in 3D gaze angle estimation. Because we use the shape
of the ellipse for eye pose estimation (Figure 7), gaze angle
estimation errors can be viewed as a function of errors of
ellipse parameters. As an ellipse is defined with five different
parameters (2 for center, 2 for axis length, 1 for tilt), we
visualize three separate relations, for center location, axis,
and tilt. (See Figure 12). These results suggest that errors in
estimating the ellipse center have the biggest impact on gaze
angle.
We also investigated the number of calibration points that
are needed for kappa calibration that are needed to guarantee
a certain level of confidence. Figure 13 shows that gaze
estimation error rapidly converges to 0 as the number of
calibration points increases. This suggests that 4∼5 points are
sufficient.
VI. APPLICATIONS
(a) (b)
Fig. 14. Experimental setup where two adults play with a child. Here, an
adult presents a toy to the child. (a) Two snapshots of this session. (b) A
corneal image taken by our eye camera.
In this section, we demonstrate the result of using our
system in three relevant application scenarios; interaction be-
tween adult and child (Section VI-A), testing existing hypoth-
esis in psychology (Section VI-B), and naturalistic viewing
(Section VI-C). Videos will be provided as Supplementary
Materials.
A. Social Interactions with Child
Our experiments with children were performed using the
protocol depicted in Section III-A; two adults (green box in
Figure 14(a)) played peekaboo, ball tossing, and dolls with
one another in front of a child (yellow box in Figure 14(a))
who was either sitting in a chair or in the caregiver (red box
in Figure 14(a)) ’s lap. See Figure 14 to get a sense of the
layout. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show a few gaze patterns of
children that were captured by our system. The yellow square
inside ellipse shows the estimated child’s point of gaze.
We administered the same play protocol with three different
young children (age between 7 month and 3 year). We did
not restrict the child from moving except that his/her mother
kept the baby on her lap to prevent falling down, and since
Fig. 15. Two adults in front of the viewer (child) are interacting with the
child by showing a soccer ball. The yellow square denotes the gaze of the
child, and you can see the child’s gaze shifts from the right to the left of the
scene.
our current prototype had somewhat narrow field of view,
the camera captured child’s corneal reflection approximately
40% of the time. When the corneal image was acquired, the
calculation of PoG was successful 90% of time.
B. Reproducing a Standard Psychological Finding
Gaze tracking is widely utilized in the field of psychology,
especially in studies of human mental processes. With that
in mind, we devised a simple psychological experiment to
demonstrate the potential of our system by replicating an ex-
periment known as the selective attention test. [40]. Selective
attention is a cognitive process in which a person selectively
focuses on a few things and ignores other information when
there is too much information to process. Our version of
the experiment was designed in the following way: Subjects
observed two actors playing patty-cake. One group of subjects
was instructed to count the number of patty-cakes while the
second group was instructed to observe freely. While the actors
played patty-cake, one actor removed his shoe by kicking it
away. Afterward, the subjects were asked whether they noticed
anything unusual. In the first group, 3 out of 5 subjects did
not notice the shoe removal, and we confirmed that their gaze
was near actors’ hands the whole time. In contrast, 4 out of
5 subjects in the second group noticed the removal, and we
found that their gaze shifted toward the actors’ feet during the
shoe removal event. Figure 17 show one subject who did not
notice it (1st row) and another subject who did not notice it
(2nd row).
C. Additional Experiments
We conducted several additional experiments in various
situations. This includes capturing an user (a) talking with
two other people, (b) looking at a person swinging in the
playground, (c) looking at two people tossing a ball, (d)
9Fig. 16. Social attention of young children that was captured by our system. 1st row: The child is shifting gaze between the two people. 2nd row: The child
is bringing a snack to the mouth while fixating on a person. 3rd row: The child is attending to a toy that was presented in front of the child.
Fig. 17. Selective attention test under two conditions; A subject watches two actors doing patty-cake, where an actor surreptitiously removes his or her shoe
in midst of experiment. One group was asked to count the number of patty-cakes while another group observed freely. The first row shows one gaze pattern
from the first group that did not notice the shoe was taken off. The second row shows gaze pattern from the other group that noticed the shoe removal.
interacting with a magician performing a card trick for the
user, (e) looking at passersby in the street. Sample images are
given in Figure 18.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a noninvasive real-time camera-based
gaze tracking system. This system is the first working real-
time gaze measurement system based on the corneal imaging
principle. It estimates the point of gaze from the reflected
image in the cornea of a person looking at a scene. We describe
a complete end-to-end system specification and design in the
context of tabletop interaction. This approach could be easily
adapted to other measurement scenarios. We describe the sys-
tem components and their key properties which are needed for
good performance. We present extensive evaluations of both
end-to-end and absolute accuracies. We illustrate the use of
our system in seven different experimental conditions. These
results demonstrate the promise of our method to provide
an alternative approach to gaze measurement with several
advantages: it is noninvasive, requires minimal calibration and
it can capture the subject’s entire field of view. Moreover, its
performance is comparable to SMI glasses, a state-of-the-art
commercial gaze measurement system.
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